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and Linear Modulation
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and Tetsuya YAMAMOTO††, Senior Member

SUMMARY In the fifth-generation mobile communications system
(5G), it is critical to ensure wireless security as well as large-capacity and
high-speed communication. To achieve this, a chaos modulation method as
an encrypted and channel-coded modulation method in the physical layer is
proposed. However, in the conventional chaos modulation method, the de-
coding complexity increases exponentially with respect to the modulation
order. To solve this problem, in this study, a hybrid modulation method that
applies quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and chaos to reduce the
amount of decoding complexity, in which some transmission bits are allo-
cated to QAM while maintaining the encryption for all bits is proposed. In
the proposed method, a low-complexity decoding method is constructed by
ordering chaos and QAM symbols based on the theory of index modulation.
Numerical results show that the proposed method maintains good error-rate
performance with reduced decoding complexity and ensures wireless secu-
rity.
key words: chaos modulation, QAM, physical layer security, common key
cryptosystem, index modulation

1. Introduction

In recent years, the number of Internet of Things (IoT) de-
vices worldwide has been rapidly increasing [1]. In the fifth-
generation mobile communications system (5G), which is
currently being further developed, the possibility of commu-
nication interception by third parties will increase because a
large number of devices will communicate simultaneously.
Therefore, ensuring wireless security is an essential goal
[2], [3]. Cryptography is a method used to enhance wire-
less security. One of them is a common key cryptosystem,
such as the advanced encryption standard (AES) [4]. In this
method, the common key is shared in advance between the
transmitter and the receiver, and the transmitting data are
encrypted using the key; thus, only legitimate users with the
correct key can decrypt the data. In contrast, eavesdroppers
try to obtain information by attacking the ciphertext. There-
fore, cryptographic schemes must be secure by being based
on information-theoretic or computational security. In addi-
tion to such security techniques in the upper layers, physical
layer security techniques can provide security by making it
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impossible for eavesdroppers to decrypt signals in the phys-
ical layer [5], [6].

If the communication quality in a wireless system, does
not satisfy a certain level, the transmitted information can-
not be correctly demodulated. Using this feature, the phys-
ical layer security is improved by correctly transmitting in-
formation to legitimate users while eavesdroppers receive
information with low quality. Several methods of physical
layer security have been proposed as conventional methods,
such as array antenna methods [7] or jamming [8]. Most
physical layer security techniques do not allow eavesdrop-
pers to receive transmission signals of high quality, that can
be correctly demodulated by applying techniques such as
null signal reception or jamming noise addition. However,
wireless security cannot be ensured if eavesdroppers can de-
modulate a transmission signal into 0 or 1 bits with a suf-
ficient received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Thus, conven-
tional methods for physical-layer security are not perfect.
However, because these techniques can enhance the secu-
rity of transmission, the implementation of physical layer
security techniques is currently being considered in 5G en-
vironments [9], [10].

In contrast to the above cryptographic techniques, other
techniques for utilizing chaotic randomness to ensure com-
munication confidentiality have been studied in [11]–[17].
We also proposed chaos modulation, which is a common
key cryptosystem with physical layer security [18]. Us-
ing chaotic randomness, a key unique to a user is used to
generate a chaotic signal. Subsequently, this key is shared
between the transmitter and receiver sides, so that eaves-
droppers cannot demodulate the received signal correctly,
even when the received SNR is high. Because the chaotic
signal can have a signal waveform of pseudo noise, it has
physical layer confidentiality. Furthermore, this scheme is a
first-order modulation, and it can be incorporated into var-
ious transmission systems such as multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) [19]–[22], unlike other conventional chaotic
encryption schemes. In the proposed method, the modula-
tion signal is generated using chaotic signals that are cor-
related with the transmitted bit sequences. In contrast to
conventional chaos transmission [14]–[16], this method has
a channel coding effect with a coding ratio of one. How-
ever, it requires the simultaneous estimation of the bits con-
volved in multiple symbols. Therefore, it is necessary to
use maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) as a
demodulation method for the modulated signal. Thus, al-
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though chaos modulation is theoretically capable of mul-
tilevel modulation, reducing the amount of decoding com-
plexity is a major issue for practical use. For example, if
four-bit/symbol chaos modulation is used and the sequence
length is set to eight to obtain a large channel coding gain,
the number of decoding searches becomes 168, which makes
it difficult to perform real-time signal processing. However,
when the sequence length of chaos modulation is shortened
to reduce the decoding complexity, the channel coding effect
obtained by bit convolution is reduced.

Therefore, in this study, a new hybrid modula-
tion method that applies quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) instead of chaos modulation to some of the trans-
mitted bits while ensuring wireless security of all bits is
proposed, to achieve a higher-order chaos-based modulation
with low decoding complexity. For the part where QAM is
applied, a scrambling sequence is generated based on chaos
interleaver [23], which generates a random binary sequence
and superposed to the transmitting bits to ensure security.
Hereafter, the above modulation scheme combining chaos
modulation and QAM is called hybrid chaos and linear mod-
ulation (HCLM). Furthermore, a low-complexity decoding
method for HCLM is proposed by ordering the transmission
symbols of the HCLM based on the principle of index mod-
ulation [24]. This effectively achieves a linear reduction of
the HCLM decoding complexity. The performance of the
proposed methods is evaluated using numerical simulation,
and it is demonstrated that the proposed methods can reduce
the decoding complexity and ensure wireless security while
maintaining relatively good transmission error rate perfor-
mance. To the best of our knowledge, no chaotic transmis-
sion method with higher-order modulation having channel
coding effect has been considered.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Sections 2 and 3 describe the proposed HCLM and the pro-
posed complexity reduction method by ordering the trans-
mission symbols of the HCLM, respectively. Section 4 eval-
uates the transmission performance of the proposed methods
using numerical simulations, and Sect. 5 analyzes the decod-
ing complexity of the proposed and conventional methods.
In Sect. 6, information-theoretic and computational wireless
security are evaluated. Finally, this paper is concluded in
Sect. 7.

2. Hybrid Chaos and Linear Modulation

2.1 System Model

Figure 1 shows the transmitter structure of the proposed
HCLM method. Although the numbers of transmitting and
receiving antennas in this study are assumed to be one, ap-
plication to MIMO transmission is also straightforward.

All transmitted data are divided into two bit sequences,
one for chaos modulation and the other for QAM. Be-
cause the QAM bit sequence is not encrypted by modu-
lation itself, a scrambling sequence is added as encryp-
tion, which is generated from the chaos modulation bit se-

Fig. 1 Transmitter structure of HCLM.

quence. It is assumed that the overall transmission effi-
ciency is q bit/symbol, and one transmission block consists
of B = Bchaos + BQAM symbols, where Bchaos and BQAM rep-
resent the numbers of symbols for chaos modulation and
QAM, respectively. Let us denote the data bit sequence as
b, chaos modulation bit sequence as bchaos, and QAM bit
sequence as bQAM, which are, respectively, defined by

b =
{
bchaos,bQAM

}
(1)

bchaos =
{
b0,0, · · · , bn,l, · · · , bBchaos−1,q−1

}
bn,l ∈ {0, 1}

(2)

bQAM =
{
b′0,0, · · · , b

′
m,l, · · · , b

′
BQAM−1,q−1

}
b′m,l ∈ {0, 1}

(3)

where 0 ≤ n ≤ Bchaos − 1, 0 ≤ m ≤ BQAM − 1, and 0 ≤
l ≤ q− 1. To encrypt bQAM, the chaos modulation algorithm
is used to generate a scrambling sequence called the chaos
scrambling sequence. First, bchaos is spread by repetition,
so that the sequence length becomes the same as bQAM as
follows:

b̂chaos =
{
b̂0,0, · · · , b̂m,l, · · · , b̂BQAM−1,q−1

}
b̂m,l = b(m mod Bchaos),l

(4)

Using b̂chaos, the chaos modulation described in Sect. 2.2 is
performed with a transmission efficiency of one bit/symbol
with the chaos iteration number Isc, and the chaos-
modulated symbol sequence ŝchaos is obtained as follows:

ŝchaos =
{
ŝ0, · · · , ŝn, · · · , ŝ{qBQAM−1}

}
, (5)

where ŝn ∈ C. From each sign on the real part of ŝchaos, the
chaos scrambling sequence d̂sc is obtained as follows:

d̂sc =
{
d̂0,0, · · · , d̂m,l, · · · , d̂BQAM−1,q−1

}
d̂m,l =

0 (Re [ŝn] ≥ 0)
1 (Re [ŝn] < 0)

(6)

By performing an exclusive OR of d̂sc for bQAM, the follow-
ing encrypted QAM bit sequence is obtained:

b̂QAM =
{
e0,0, · · · , em,l, · · · , eBQAM−1,q−1

}
em,l = b′m,l

⊕
d̂m,l

(7)

Subsequently, chaos modulation and QAM are conducted on
bchaos and b̂QAM, respectively, and the resulting modulated
symbol sequences schaos and sQAM are obtained, respectively,
as follows:
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Fig. 2 Receiver structure of HCLM.

schaos =
{
s0, · · · , sn, · · · , sBchaos−1

}
∈ C1×Bchaos (8)

sQAM =
{
s′0, · · · , s

′
m, · · · , s

′
BQAM−1

}
∈ C1×BQAM (9)

These series are combined into a single transmitting se-
quence as follows:

s =
{
s0, · · · , sBchaos−1, s′0, · · · , s′BQAM−1

}
(10)

The transmitting sequence s passes through the communica-
tion channel, and the receiver obtains the received sequence
r as follows:

r =
{
r0, · · · , rBchaos−1, r′0, · · · , r

′
BQAM−1

}
(11)

Figure 2 shows the receiver structure of the proposed HCLM
system. As described above, the number of receiver anten-
nas is assumed to be one. From r, the chaos modulation and
QAM parts are demodulated, and the estimated bit sequence
is obtained as follows:

b̌chaos =
{
b̌0,0, · · · , b̌n,l, · · · , b̌Bchaos−1,q−1

}
(12)

b̌′QAM =
{
ě0,0, · · · , ěm,l, · · · , ěBQAM−1,q−1

}
(13)

The demodulation of the chaos modulation symbol requires
a key signal shared by the transmitter and receiver, described
in Sect. 2.3. Because b̌′QAM is encrypted using the scram-
bling series at the transmitter, it is necessary to unscramble
it. Using b̌chaos, the estimated chaos scrambling sequence
ďsc is obtained using the same process as the transmitter side
of (4), (5), and (6) as follows:

ďsc =
{
ď0,0, · · · , ďm,l, · · · , ďBQAM−1,q−1

}
(14)

Subsequently, using b̌′QAM and ďsc, the estimated bit se-
quence of the QAM part b̌QAM is obtained as follows:

b̌QAM =
{
b̌′0,0, · · · , b̌

′
m,l, · · · , b̌

′
BQAM−1,q−1

}
b̌′m,l = ěm,l

⊕
ďm,l

(15)

To estimate all bit sequences using the above process, a
shared key signal between the transmitter and the receiver
is required; thus, the proposed method ensures wireless se-
curity in a common key encryption manner.

2.2 Multi-Level Chaos Modulation

A multilevel chaos modulation scheme is described with a

transmission efficiency of q bit/symbol [25]. First, the trans-
mitting data sequence wchaos ∈ Z

1×Bchaos is defined as follows:

wchaos =
{
w0, · · · , wn, · · · , wBchaos−1

}
wn =

q−1∑
k=0

bn,k2k (16)

wchaos is made from bchaos by grouping with q bits and has
a block length of Bchaos. The user-specific key signal shared
by the transmitter and receiver is c0 ∈ C in which the fol-
lowing conditions are satisfied as follows:

0 < Re [c0] < 1, 0 < Im [c0] < 1 (17)

The chaos modulation signal is thus a common key cryp-
tosystem, and the receiver uses the shared key signal to de-
crypt the received signal. For the application of the pro-
posed system in a practical system, it is assumed that a
unique hardware ID, etc., are used to generate the key sig-
nal. The transmitter performs multilevel chaos modulation
using c0 and wchaos. In modulating n′-th symbol in the range
of 1 ≤ n′ ≤ Bchaos, the key signal cn′−1 is first used, and the
real and imaginary parts of cn′−1 are shifted by wn according
to the following rules:

x0 =

{
a +

wn

(2q + 1)

}
mod 1

real part: a = Re [cn′−1] , n = n′

Imaginary part:
a = Im [cn′−1] , n = (n′ + 1) mod Bchaos

(18)

where the variable x0 is used as the initial value of the
chaotic Bernoulli shift map in the following equation:

xt+1 = 2xt mod 1 (19)

Then, (19) is iteratively processed until t = I, where I rep-
resents the chaos iteration number. Here, I is used for chaos
modulation, and Isc used for chaos scrambling modulation
have different values. This makes it possible to reduce the
correlation between the chaos modulation signal and chaos
scrambling series as much as possible. After iterating (19),
cn′ is obtained by extracting xI as follows:

real part:
Re [cn′ ] = xI+w(n′+Bchaos/2) mod Bchaos

Imaginary part:
Im [cn′ ] = xI+w(n′+Bchaos/2+1) mod Bchaos

(20)

Therefore, (18), (19), and (20) are used to generate pseudo-
random signals. Subsequently, the Box-Muller method [26]
is used to generate the modulation symbol sn′−1, which fol-
lows a Gaussian distribution from the random signal cn′ .

sn′−1 =

√
− ln

(
c(n′)

x

) {
cos

(
2πc(n′)

y

)
+ j sin

(
2πc(n′)

y

)}
c(n′)

x =
1
π

cos−1 [cos {37π (Re [cn′ ] + Im [cn′ ])}]

c(n′)
y =

1
π

sin−1 [cos {43π (Re [cn′ ] + Im [cn′ ])}] +
1
2

(21)
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The details of the chaos modulation are described in [25].

2.3 Demodulation

At the receiver end, MLSE is performed for the chaos mod-
ulation signal with a block length of Bchaos. The estimated
bit sequence b̌chaos in (12) is expressed as follows:

b̌chaos = arg min
bchaos

Bchaos−1∑
n=0

‖rn − hn šn‖
2 (22)

where rn, hn, and šn denote the received symbol, complex
channel coefficient, and the n-th candidate chaos-modulated
symbol, respectively. There are 2qBchaos candidates for bchaos,
and the estimated bit sequence b̌chaos is determined by ex-
ploring all the candidates. In contrast, the QAM demodu-
lation method is a symbol-by-symbol de-mapping of sQAM.
Thus, the decoding complexity of the QAM part is much
lower than that of the chaotic demodulation part.

3. Indexed HCLM for Further Low Complexity De-
coding

Because the signal waveforms of chaos modulation and
QAM are different, it is possible to identify the modula-
tion type from the received waveforms. Using this prop-
erty and the principle of index modulation, the number of
candidate sequences in MLSE can be reduced by changing
the transmission order of chaos modulation and QAM sym-
bols in HCLM. Henceforth, this method is called an indexed
HCLM for low-complexity decoding (I-HCLM-LCD) and is
explained in the following sections.

3.1 Principle of Indexed HCLM

As described in Sect. 2.1, chaos modulation is applied to
the first Bchaos symbols in (10), and QAM is applied from
the (Bchaos + 1)-th to (Bchaos + BQAM)-th symbols. In the
I-HCLM method, using the principle of index modulation,
the modulation symbols are transmitted in multiple patterns,
and the number of candidate sequences in (22) is reduced
by estimating the pattern in advance at the receiver end. The
number of candidate patterns in the transmission order is as-
sumed to be X, and the system model of the transmitter and
receiver is shown in Fig. 3. First, all bit patterns of the chaos
modulation bchaos defined in (2) are divided into X subsets
as follows, with the total set U of |U| = 2Bchaos .

U =
{
U1, · · · ,Up, · · · ,UX

}
(23)

where 1 ≤ p ≤ X and the number of elements in each set
are the same as

∣∣∣Up

∣∣∣ = 2Bchaos/X. The transmission order
of chaos modulation and QAM is defined as Tp, which is
expressed as follows:

s = šp,bchaos ∈ Up

šp =
{
šp,0, · · · , šp,t, · · · , šp,B−1

} (24)

Fig. 3 System model of I-HCLM-LCD.

where 0 ≤ t ≤ B−1 and šp represent the transmitting symbol
sequence when bchaos ∈ Up. The modulation of šp,t was δt.
Any šp is different from any šp′ of p′ , p and also Tp , Tp′

holds.
In the receiver, to reduce the decoding complexity, the

transmitted order Tp is first estimated, and then, the partial
MLSE for Bchaos within Up is conducted. In Tp search, it
is first assumed that all received symbols are QAM, and p
is determined as the order with the least squared Euclidean
distance, which is expressed as follows:

p = arg min
p′,δt∈Tp′

∑
t,δt=β

∥∥∥rt − ht šp′,t

∥∥∥2
(25)

The chaos modulation symbol is a pseudo-random sig-
nal, and it may probabilistically take a waveform close to
the QAM. Therefore, to reduce the error probability of the
order, a sequential search with multiple symbols for p is
used, as in (25). Figure 4 shows two examples of the pat-
tern design of the transmission order in I-HCLM-LCD: (i)
when Bchaos = BQAM = 4, X = 6 and (ii) when Bchaos = 4,
BQAM = 12, X = 4. In case (i), the receiver estimates p in
which the modulation of two consecutive symbols is fixed,
and it suppresses the error probability more than estimating
it for each symbol. The number of searches in the MLSE is
1/X = 1/6. In case (ii), BQAM becomes large, however p can
be estimated from the patterns with four fixed-modulation
symbols, and it improves the estimation accuracy more than
(i). The complexity of the MLSE was also reduced to 1/4.
By appropriately configuring X and Tp based on q, Bchaos,
and BQAM, the number of searches in MLSE can be reduced
to 1/X without significant loss of transmission quality. In
the next subsection, the simplest example of an I-HCLM-
LCD with X = 2 is demonstrated.

3.2 I-HCLM-LCD with X = 2

When X = 2, all bit patterns of bchaos in (2) are divided into
two subsets:

U = {U1,U2} , (26)

where the number of elements in U1 and U2 is assumed to be
equal to 2(Bchaos−1). The transmitter decides the transmission
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Fig. 4 Examples of pattern design of transmission order in I-HCLM-
LCD.

order based on the corresponding Up for Bchaos as follows:

š1 =
{
s0, · · · , sBchaos−1, s′0, · · · , s

′
BQAM−1

}
(bchaos ∈ U1)

š2 =
{
s′0, · · · , s

′
BQAM−1, s0, · · · , sBchaos−1

}
(bchaos ∈ U2)

(27)

The pattern structure Up for (27) is shown in Fig. 5. The
received sequence r̂ in the receiver is expressed as follows:

r̂ = {r̂0, · · · , r̂t, · · · , r̂B−1} (28)

In this case, in contrast to (11) in Sect. 2.1, the receiver does
not know the modulation scheme of each symbol, and the
receiver first estimates the pattern p from r̂. This pattern es-
timation is performed using the least-square Euclidean dis-
tance between the QAM constellation and r̂ based on (25).
First, the summation of the least-square Euclidean distances
of the first half d2

1 and the second half d2
2 on Bchaos symbols

are calculated, respectively, as follows:

d2
1 =

Bchaos−1∑
t=0

min
bQAM

∥∥∥r̂t − ht š′t
∥∥∥2

(29)

d2
2 =

Bchaos+BQAM−1∑
t=BQAM

min
bQAM

∥∥∥r̂t − ht š′t
∥∥∥2

(30)

where š′t represents the estimated QAM symbol candidate.

Fig. 5 Example of I-HCLM-LCD with Bchaos = 4, BQAM = 4, X = 2.

Because only one of d2
1 or d2

2 increases owing to the modula-
tion mismatch between QAM and chaos, p and subsequently
the subset of bit patterns for b̌chaos can be determined using
d2

1 and d2
2 as follows:b̌chaos ⊂ U1

(
d2

1 ≥ d2
2

)
b̌chaos ⊂ U2

(
d2

2 > d2
1

) (31)

This enables the decoding calculation complexity in MLSE
to a half at the receiver.

4. Numerical Results

The transmission performance of the proposed method was
evaluated using numerical simulations. The basic simula-
tion conditions are presented in Table 1. The transmission
efficiency was assumed to be q = 4 bit/symbol. Although a
user-specific key signal c0 was used in chaos modulation,
to calculate the average characteristics, c0 was randomly
changed for each transmission in the simulation. The num-
ber of iterations in chaos modulation was set to I = 100, and
that for chaos scrambling was set to Isc = 70. The channel
is assumed to be quasi-static flat Rayleigh fading with in-
dependent and identical distribution between symbols, and
the channel information at the receiver side is assumed to
be perfectly known. In Sects. 4.1 and 4.2, the bit error rate
(BER) performances of HCLM and I-HCLM-LCD, and the
BER performance of HCLM versus various Bchaos, respec-
tively, are evaluated. In I-HCLM-LCD, the pattern estima-
tion is performed. In Sect. 4.3, the pattern-estimation error
rate of the I-HCLM-LCD is evaluated.

4.1 BER Performances of HCLM and I-HCLM-LCD

The BER performances of the HCLM and I-HCLM-LCD
with X = 2, Bchaos = 4, and BQAM = 4 are calculated.
Figure 6 shows the BER performance versus the average
received SNR. The labels of the ‘chaos bit (HCLM)’ and
‘QAM bit (HCLM) in the figure represent the BERs of b̌chaos
and b̌QAM in the HCLM, respectively. The performances
of HCLM without sharing key signal c0 as ‘HCLM (un-
sync)’, the conventional chaos modulation with Bchaos = 4
and q = 4 bits/symbol as ‘chaos (B chaos=4)’, and the theo-
retical uncoded 16QAM as ‘16QAM theory’ are also drawn,
respectively.

As shown in Fig. 6, beyond the SNR value of 23 dB, the
BER of the HCLM is lower than that of 16QAM, in which
both have the same transmission efficiency. This is because
the proposed chaos modulation has a channel-coding effect.
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Table 1 Basic simulation conditions.

Fig. 6 BER performances of HCLM and I-HCLM-LCD.

In contrast, when compared to the conventional chaos mod-
ulation, the performance of the HCLM is lower because half
of the transmission bits are transmitted by uncoded 16QAM,
and thus, the performance of HCLM is in between the con-
ventional chaos modulation and 16QAM. On the contrary,
before the SNR of 23 dB, the BER of the HCLM is worse
than that of the 16QAM theory because the scrambling se-
quence for the 16QAM part is made from the chaos modu-
lation part, and the decoding error of the chaos modulation
with higher probability also leads to an error in the 16QAM
part.

The figure shows that the performance of I-HCLM-
LDC is almost the same as that of HCLM. It implies that the
pattern estimation error rarely happened because of X = 2,
and the BER performance was not degraded. It is discussed
in Sect. 4.3. Therefore, the decoding complexity in the pro-
posed I-HCLM-LDC can be reduced without a loss of trans-
mission quality. Furthermore, the user who does not have
the key signal cannot decrypt correctly, indicating that all
transmitted bits are kept secret.

4.2 Transmission Performance for the Ratio of Chaos
Modulation Symbols

Figure 7 shows the BER of the HCLM when the block
length of chaos modulation Bchaos varies under a fixed block
length B = 8, and an average SNR of 30 dB. It can be
confirmed that the larger the Bchaos, the better the trans-
mission quality. This is because chaos modulation has a
coding effect in proportion to Bchaos. When Bchaos is over
three, HCLM has a BER lower than the theoretical value of
16QAM, however both have a similar performance. This is

Fig. 7 BER performances versus Bchoas.

Fig. 8 Pattern estimation error rate (Bchaos = BQAM = 4).

because, as mentioned in Sect. 4.1, the performance of the
proposed method is based on the BER performance of the
16QAM part in the high-SNR region. If the chaos modu-
lation part is assumed to be error-free, the total BER of the
HCLM converges to BQAM/B times to the theoretical BER
of 16QAM.

4.3 Pattern Estimation Error Rate

The pattern error rate of the I-HCLM-LCD was calculated
at the receiver when the average SNR was 25 dB. Figure 8
shows the pattern error rate when Bchaos = BQAM = 4
and X = 2, 6, 70. The configuration of the patterns with
X = 2 and 6 corresponds to Figs. 5 and 4(i), respectively,
and X = 70 is the maximum number of patterns as X =

(
8
4

)
.

The vertical and horizontal axes represent the pattern esti-
mation error rate and X, respectively. The result shows that
the larger X is, the worse is the pattern error rate. This is
because the minimum squared Euclidean distance between
two pattern candidates in Tp, such as (29) and (30), becomes
small when X is large.

Next, the pattern error rate with Bchaos = 4 and B =

XBchaos were calculated, as shown in Figs. 5 and 4(b), to
enlarge the minimum squared Euclidean distance. Fig. 9
shows the results for the pattern error rate versus X. It can
be observed that the error rate is suppressed even for a large
X. Therefore, it is desirable to design I-HCLM-LCD so that
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Fig. 9 Pattern estimation error rate (Bchaos = 4).

the block length B is sufficiently large for the number of pat-
terns X.

5. Comparison of Decoding Complexity

As the performance metric of decoding calculation com-
plexity, the amount of the calculation of the squared Eu-
clidean distance per symbol are used during decoding. For
example, from (22), the MLSE for b̌chaos estimation in chaos
modulation requires 2qBchaos Bchaos searches with a transmis-
sion efficiency of q bits/symbol and the symbol block length
of Bchaos. Using this criterion, first, the decoding complex-
ity of conventional chaos modulation and QAM is derived in
Sect. 5.1, and that of HCLM and I-HCLM-LCD is derived in
Sect. 5.2. In Sect. 5.3, the relationship between complexity
and the ratio of Bchaos and BQAM is discussed.

5.1 Decoding Complexity of Conventional Methods

When B = Bchaos + BQAM, the block length of the conven-
tional chaos modulation method corresponds to BQAM =

0 and B = Bchaos, which means that all bits are chaos-
modulated. In this case, the decoding complexity Nchaos is
expressed as follows:

Nchaos = 2qBB (32)

Similarly, when QAM is applied to all bits, the decoding
complexity NQAM is expressed as follows:

NQAM = 2qB (33)

5.2 Decoding Complexity of Proposed Methods

In HCLM, Bchaos symbols and BQAM symbols are modulated
by chaos modulation and QAM, respectively. Thus, the de-
coding complexity N1 of the HCLM is the sum of both de-
coding methods, which is expressed as follows:

N1 = 2qBQAM + 2qBchaos Bchaos (34)

Subsequently, the decoding complexity N2 of I-HCLM-
LCD is expressed as follows:

Table 2 Amount of decoding complexity versus transmission efficiency.

Table 3 Amount of decoding complexity for Bchoas when q = 4.

N2 = 2qB +
2qBchaos Bchaos

X
(35)

Table 2 compares the decoding complexity when Bchaos =

BQAM = 4 and X = 2 in the proposed method and B = 8
in the conventional methods. It can be observed that N1 is
smaller than Nchaos for any transmission efficiency. In partic-
ular, when q is 4 bits/symbol, the decoding complexity is ap-
proximately 1/217. This is because the amount of decoding
complexity is reduced as a tradeoff between the reduction in
channel coding gain by shortening the block length of chaos
modulation. When q is large, Nchaos becomes exponentially
large, and MLSE decoding is not practical. Therefore, it is
confirmed that the proposed method is effective when the
transmission efficiency is high.

It can also be observed that N2 is approximately half of
N1 using the I-HCLM-LCD method described in Sect. 3.2.

5.3 Complexity for the Ratio of Chaos Modulation Sym-
bols

As shown in (35) and Table 2, the decoding complexity of
HCLM is primarily based on Bchaos and B. Therefore, the
decoding complexities of the proposed methods N1 and N2
can be relatively reduced for the conventional method Nchaos
by reducing the ratio of chaos modulation for a given B. Ta-
ble 3 shows the decoding complexities N1, N2, and Nchaos
when q = 4, B = 8, 16 and X = B/Bchaos. It can be observed
that the proposed methods can significantly reduce the com-
plexity in small Bchaos compared to the conventional method
because of the exponential increase in chaos demodulation.
Furthermore, when X = B/Bchaos is large, the complexity of
I-HCLM-LCD can be reduced by (35). Thus, the decoding
complexity of the proposed methods can be reduced by low-
ering the ratio of chaos modulation in a transmission block.

6. Security Evaluation of Proposed Method

The security ability of the proposed HCLM is evaluated
based on information theory and computational security.
The security of the chaos scrambling sequence used for the
QAM part is guaranteed by the computational security of
chaos modulation [27]. In addition, information theoretic
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Fig. 10 Generation probability of chaos scrambling sequence.

security of the HCLM is considered based on Shannon’s
cryptographic theory [28].

6.1 Information Theoretic Security of Chaos Scrambling

We evaluated the information-theoretic security of the pro-
posed method. When the a priori probability of transmis-
sion bits and a posteriori probability of the encrypted bits
are equal and uniform, perfect security is ensured [28]. This
principle is described in Appendix. When the encryption
method Ti, j in (39) is chaotic scrambling, and if the gen-
eration probability of the scrambled sequence is uniformly
distributed, we can recognize that the QAM part of HCLM
has perfect security.

Using the proposed method described in Sect. 2.1, an 8-
bit chaos scrambling sequences was generated with Bchaos =

BQAM = 2, and q = 2 under the same conditions as in
Sect. 4. The generation probability of the chaos scrambling
sequence is shown in Fig. 10, where (41) is assumed to gen-
erate qB bits. From the result, it is confirmed that the gener-
ation probability is uniform as 1/28 = 1/256, and the con-
dition of (42) is satisfied. This is because the phase distri-
bution of chaos modulation used for the scrambling series is
uniform. Even if Bchaos is increased, the phase distribution of
chaos modulation does not change, and (42) is maintained.
Thus, it is confirmed that the chaos scrambling sequence of
HCLM has perfect security in terms of information theoretic
security.

6.2 Channel Capacity for Similarity of Key Signals

In transmission using chaos modulation, eavesdroppers can
break the cipher by generating a chaos key signal, which is
similar to the true key c0 and its Euclidean distance is small.
The security against proximity in terms of the squared Eu-
clidean distance to c0 was evaluated [27]. The channel ca-
pacity C of the eavesdropper is derived as follows:

C = 1 + Pe log2 Pe + (1 − Pe) log2 (1 − Pe) (36)

where Pe represents the BER of eavesdropper [29]. Under
the same simulation conditions as in Sect. 4.1, the channel
capacity of the eavesdropper versus the squared Euclidean

Fig. 11 Channel capacity of eavesdroppers.

distance between the eavesdropper key and c0 was calcu-
lated using (36) in error-free SNR region. The results are
shown in Fig. 11, in which the performance of conventional
chaos modulation with Bchaos = 4 and q = 4 is also plotted
for comparison. It can be confirmed that eavesdroppers can-
not obtain any information if the squared Euclidean distance
is more than 10−28, and that the proposed HCLM has the
same secrecy as the conventional chaos modulation. This
result confirms that the proposed method is resistant to at-
tacks using a similar key.

6.3 Security for Known-Plaintext Attack

In Sect. 6.1, it was clarified that the chaos scrambling se-
quence had information-theoretic perfect security. However,
this is not sufficient for practical applications. For exam-
ple, Verman’s one-time pad, a cryptosystem with perfect
secrecy, is considered to be vulnerable to known-plaintext
attacks [30]. Known-plaintext attack is a method of at-
tacking ciphers based on the assumption that eavesdroppers
have accidentally obtained certain plaintexts and their corre-
sponding ciphertexts. Therefore, if only one type of scram-
bling sequence is used, it may be vulnerable to this known-
plaintext attack. For this reason, in the proposed HCLM,
the chaos scrambling sequence always changes based on
the transmitting bit sequence of the chaos modulation part,
which has 2qBchaos patterns. Therefore, by increasing the
Bchaos, it is possible to obtain more resistance to known-
plaintext attacks from the perspective of computational se-
curity. In addition, the chaos modulated sequence also has
2qBchaos patterns, which reinforces the resistance to known-
plaintext attacks. Consequently, the proposed method is se-
cure in both chaos modulation and QAM parts.

7. Conclusions

In this study, a hybrid chaos and linear modulation method
is proposed to achieve secure and rate-efficient transmission
with reduced decoding complexity. To solve the complexity
problem of the conventional chaos modulation, which in-
creases exponentially with block length, some of the trans-
mitted bits were replaced with QAM modulation, and to
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ensure security, the chaos scrambling sequence was super-
posed to the QAM part. Through numerical simulations,
we showed that the proposed HCLM had better BER per-
formance than that of 16QAM in the high SNR region, and
that the decoding complexity could be significantly reduced
compared to the conventional chaos modulation. As a result,
it was shown that the decoding complexity was reduced in
trade-off with the transmission performance for the conven-
tional chaos modulation, depending on the ratio of the block
length of chaos modulation Bchaos. In addition, I-HCLM-
LCD was proposed, which could further reduce the decod-
ing complexity without the loss of BER performance.

In the security evaluation, we showed that the
chaos scrambling sequence of the proposed method had
information-theoretic perfect security, and it was resistant
to attacks that generate a similar key and known-plaintext
attacks. Consequently, a security in the physical layer and
rate-efficient transmission were achieved.
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Appendix: Condition for Information-Theoretic Per-
fect Security

Let M be a message to be sent and E be the encrypted mes-
sage of M. With a perfect secrecy [28], the posterior prob-
ability PM(E) of E satisfies the following conditions for all
E and M.

PM(E) = P(M) (A· 1)

where P(M) represents the prior probability of message M.
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Fig. A· 1 Perfect security model.

Similarly, the following equation is satisfied as well:

PE(M) = P(E) (A· 2)

where P(E) represents the prior probability of ciphertext E,
and PE(M) represents the posterior probability of M pro-
vided by ciphertext E. The operation for encrypting mes-
sage Mi and generating ciphertext E j is represented as fol-
lows:

E j = Ti, jMi (A· 3)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ N, N represents the total num-
ber of bits in message M, and Ti, j represents the encryption
method. This relationship is illustrated in Fig. A· 1. Here,
the prior probabilities P (Mi) are assumed to be as follows:

P (Mi) =
1
N

(A· 4)

Furthermore, the generation probability of encryption
scheme Ti, j for a given Mi is assumed to be as follows:

P
(
Ti, j|Mi

)
=

1
N

(A· 5)

Then, the posterior probability PMi

(
E j

)
of generating ci-

phertext E j is expressed as follows:

PMi

(
E j

)
= P

(
Ti, j|Mi

)
=

1
N

= P (Mi) (A· 6)

Therefore, the cryptosystem that satisfies (A· 4) and (A· 5)
has perfect secrecy because the generation probability does
not change.
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